Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is the backbone of the new generation of internet of things (IoT). WSNs are growing rapidly and security threats are increasingly growing as well. Trust computing plays a crucial role in WSN security modeling. In WSN node trust is important to keep the network safe and operational. This paper presents the state-of-the-art techniques in WSN Trust modeling. Comparison and analysis of most recent solutions were conducted. Direction and trends of current and future research approaches are also presented.
I. Introduction
Nowadays, it is not only necessary to implement trust model for boosting security in Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), but also it is crucial to analyze how to resist attacks with that trust scheme. Furthermore, in general, trust in WSNs can be classified into two broad categories, user trust and system trust. The notion of "user trust" is derived from psychology and sociology, with a standard definition as "a subjective expectation an entity has about another's future behavior". "System trust" is the expectation that a device or system will faithfully behave in a particular manner to fulfil its intended purpose". Trust relies on the integrity, ability and other characteristics of an entity [1] .
Network security, generally, deals with confidentiality, integrity and availability, in WSNs, it should also consider revocation of suspicious elements. WSNs security aims to increase dependability of their mechanisms. It can be achieved by strengthening trust and privacy, as shown in Figure 1 . Security performs by employing reliable cryptographic methods, symmetric or asymmetric authentication approaches, meanwhile trust concerns about recommendation and reputation and so forth. It can be presented by various trusting establishment methods, such as, fuzzy logic, bio-inspired, machine learning or deterministic & probabilistic-based methodology. On the other hand, privacy can be established through agreements, laws and code of ethics. There are a specifics circumstances such as limited resources, harsh and un-attended environment in WSNs make building ideal system for all known threats even harder. No standard adversarial model where current trust security systems would compete to provide a higher level of security or resilience to attacks. Designers of such systems solved the trustworthiness problem in WSNs using various aspects; some designers considered only routing misbehaviours or task performance or ruggedness. Misbehaviour of nodes can affect the trust rating; therefore, it is Important to monitor such behaviours and control a trust level of the nodes. So, they will confidently rely on each other for further cooperation. To build a good trust model, reputation through sensor nodes is required to capture and prohibit the effect of intruders.
A socio-psychological based intelligent trust model for computing trust in WSNs was developed, which identifies three major components, namely, ability, benevolence and integrity. After computing the trust based on these components for each node in the WSN, an intelligence mechanism is utilized to remove malicious nodes with low trust to stabilize the network.
The aim of this paper is to present the state-ofthe-art of trust modelling in WSNs. We presented and compared various mechanisms and investigated recent research direction in this context. This paper is organised as follows: Section II overview the WSNs. Section III attacks, countermeasures and obstacles in WSNs. Section IV present trust model in WSNs. Section VI Conclusion and Future Work.
II. WSNs Overview
WSNs is growing exponentially due to its utilization in various applications such as environmental monitoring, military applications, medical care units and health monitoring and so on. WSNs are networks of spatially distributed autonomous devices that can sense and monitor its environment. WSNs consist of many tiny, inexpensive, disposable and autonomous sensor nodes that are in small or huge geographical areas for remote operations. However, WSNs faces many challenges, mainly, computational limitation due to sensor resource constraints, e.g. storage, communication bandwidth and power supply. Security is also a big challenge that face WSNs. Moreover, trust between nodes within WSNs is emerging as a crucial factor in WSNs security systems. It has been increasingly studied by many researchers and remains an open and research gaps.
WSNs are recognized as a set of tiny low-cost devices called sensor nodes. Its small in weight, low cost of the hardware and ease of deployment of such platforms. By spatially distributing huge of such autonomous devices. After their deployment, sensors deliver their sensed data to back to dedicated nodes called sink nodes or base station. According to the used structure, the sink is reachable using wireless transmissions links such as Bluetooth, WIFI, 4G etc.
The research trends related to WSNs are many [3] , e.g. development of models and improvement existing tools for the design of better WSNs architecture and design of standard protocols in WSNs to work robustly on scenarios. The factors influencing sensor network design is highly important to be fully integrated of all factors that are driving the design of sensor networks and sensor node simultaneously. These factors work as a guideline to design related protocols, algorithm or approach i.e. reliability, scalability, robustness, complexity either time or space etc.
In communication networks, protocols control and determine activity specifications how networks fulfil their intended use [4] . The sensor network protocol stack is same the traditional network [ 
III. Attacks and Countermeasures in WSN's
In this paper we classify the attacks in five categories upon their acts. In the following subsections, we will explain some of the wellknown type of attacks and their countermeasure.
A. Attacks Injectting Packets in WSN
Vampire Attack: or some of them call it energy drain attack. Network layer is targeted by this attack, to disable WSNs by exhausted nodes' battery power. Most of examined routing protocol are subject of this type of attack by expose their vulnerabilities [5, 6] . The existing secure extension protocol aims to isolate adversary from discover routing path, while this attack can use the valid routing path. Author in [7] , have present the mechanism that overcome the issue in AODV protocol, according to the coordinates of the attacker, the power consumed very fast through the forwarding phase, verifying that packets consistently make good progress.
Hello Flood Attack: Many protocols require node to broadcast HELLO messages to announce themselves to their neighbors. a message will assume one-hop communication to neighbor. Attacker utilize large transmission power to broadcast its HELLO message to cover a wide range of sensors. The receiving nodes will be thinking that the attacker is their one-hop neighbor [8] . one intuitive defense against such an attack is to verify the bi-directionality of a link between two "neighboring" nodes using LEAP protocol in this context.
Misdirection attack: the attacker aims to increase latency which lead the loss of actual packets, or direct the packet to go to compromised node instead of the true receiving node [9] . When the network management monitor such that behaviour, the mitigation process is to forces the compromised node to sleep mode for some time.
Flooding attack: in transport layer, attacker continually attempts to create new connection requests to exhausting recourses or reach maximum limit of iteration. To mitigate this issue, node must guarantee to the connection and demonstrate their faithfully. And set limit on the number of connections from a legitimate node [10] .
B. Attacks Causing Noises in WSN
Jamming attack: shared medium of WSNs makes easy for adversaries to conduct radio interference, attacker impacts network operation Trust Modeling in Wireless Sensor Networks: State of the Art by broadcasting high-power signals. There are many effective type of jamming, according to the purpose that attacks need to achieve [11] . The most important stage in detected and digenesis that the jamming is occur or still under that situation. It is challenging stage once involves discriminating between legitimate and fraudulent causes of week connectivity. frequency hopping modulation. Is a proper known technique in physical layer to continues carrier operation frequency to mitigate such this attack as well as game theory as described in [12] .
Collision attack: mainly occur in MAC layer. send short noise message at same time that assigned for another node to send [10, 13] . In below example depicts of a scenario that happens in IEEE 8.2.15.4 where the contention access period using the MAC protocol, the authorized node sends a packet contain direction and length to guarantee time slot GTS, If the transceiver accepts the GTS, it will send a message to all nodes. At that time, the eavesdropper will know the location of GTS, already defined by extracting the GTS descriptor from the received beacon frame. After that, the interference can start and cause such attack of the GTS data packets between the authorized nodes and transceiver as shown in Figure 2 .
carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) technique is one of proper technique utilized to mitigates the probability of collisions attack occurrence.
Black Hole attack: some of them call it sink hole attack, its network layer routing alteration with aims of attracting all the packets to compromised node, and silently discarding them to avoid triggering the route maintenance mechanism at a source node to select another route [15, 16] . A solution to defend against attack the following mechanisms are utilized [17] :
1. Source routing: the sender defines the sequence of nodes that has to passthrough till destination.
Destination acknowledgments:
acknowledgment signals send it back to the sender in same route and reverse direction 3. Timeouts: the sender and nodes in between set a time to each packet data for expecting acknowledgment signal passthrough or raised fault indication from other nodes in between.
Fault announcements: if the signal timer is
timeout, indication alarm send to the source. Denial of Service (DoS) attack: attacker deception sensor nodes by flooding a multi hop end-to-end communication path with either replicated packets or spurious injected packets. This attack has many forms and can describe in this section in different subsection i.e. jamming, hello floods, spoofing, replaying, or altering routing. The attack can tend noise generation at different layers function [11, 18] . Selective Forwarding attack: or some of them call it Gray Hole attack. The attacker tend to stop the packets in the network by either rejecting to forward or alter passing through them [19, 20] .
To mitigate, there are couple of techniques [21] . that using acknowledgement, neighboring node's information or techniques that use multiple data flow paths that eliminates attack's effects [21] .
For all types that briefed in subsection B, the detect and defend spam scheme (DADS) proposes a concept of quarantine regions to "isolate" spam attackers, In DADS, the far-end sink is looking after checking whether there are spam attacks in the network. The far-end sink can monitor the packets as follows [22] :
5. Analyses and filter the node send a faulty signal frequently. 6. Utilize the frequencies of messages sent by the sensor nodes in the same region. 7. Count the packet rate of the overall sensor network.
C. Attacks Injectting Packets and causing Noises in WSN
Spoofed attack: eavesdropper Impersonates another node identity [23] . Countermeasure of such attack, can be through signature verification method as one of techniques that identify the attackers and prevented them through which the data is transferred through the correct node.
Sybil attack: Many node identities forges their identity [24, 25] . Attack aim the integrity of the traffic, it works against the algorithm that attempts to enhance resource consumption. This attack could be prevented using efficient protocols. However, detection of such Sybil nodes in a network is not so easy. radio resource testing based on the assumption that each physical node (including the attacker) has only one radio and cannot simultaneously send or receive on more than one channel so, a node assigns each of its neighbors a different channel to broadcast messages, then the node then randomly selects a channel to listen. Another scheme to defend against such attack is random key predistribution, which is derived from the key pool scheme, where randomly assigns k keys to each node from a pool of m keys. If two nodes share q common keys, they can establish a secure link. The random key pre-distribution scheme solves this problem using a pseudo-random hash function to assign keys and validate the identity of a node.
Wormhole attack: is consists of two nodes. The attacker nodes that are connected by a high-power and low latency link known as the tunnel [26] . Wormholes can create a fake network topology by relaying packets between two distant nodes. In this case, these two distant nodes may be considered as neighbors of each other. The concept of packet leash is introduced to defend against such attacks [27] . A leash is the information added in a packet to restrict the packet's maximum allowed transmission distance.
D. Attacks on applications in WSN Application attacks: in this layer many couple of known attack i.e. overwhelm attack, as target bandwidth consumption, data corruption attack. Generally, attack modifies the firmware/software that is stored in a node [28] . Risk management process and updated the operating system software are the mechanisms that tend to mitigate the threats.
In Summary, we had been discussed the most known attacks and categories them as in below figure upon the function of the attack.
IV. Trust Models in Wireless Sensor Networks
Trust has common attributes in different Trust Modeling in Wireless Sensor Networks: State of the Art networks. its subjective and this provided by some observers or recommender, depending on certain records of past behaviour. its dynamic and may change over time and space. its asymmetric since its mutually independent between both sides, that is to say, A trusts B while B may distrust A. its incomplete transitive by means the trust link exists, but depending on the structure or extent of the trust relationships among participants, A trust B, and B trust C, while A may trust or distrust C.
A
. Schemes Classified Based on Their Application and Services
Node-Based trust models: when we look to previous trust models studies we can observed that has two types of models, first one takes one location to do the process of trusting in the network that is called centralized models, the other type is leave the process of trusting distributed over the sensors, so each sensor must do their computation for their trusting of neighbor sensors, those type of models called distributed models or flat structure models. In [29] , TMM based on D-S theory proposed a model to solve the problem of quantification and uncertainty of trust, it has advantages over the oldest models in context in classifying the malicious node behaviour and present good in scalability. In [30] , proposed two modules for key building, the first one called watchdog, and their task is to monitor actions of neighbor sensors as well as classify that actions to cooperative or not. The second module is called reputation system to control the sensor reputational. It was assuming the module has enough process and interactions between sensors to give ability of the model to reach the stationary state. The reputational module will not work effectively if the sensors moved quickly. The probability theory needs significant memory and make the model process complex. the model is subject of spoofed, bad-mouthing attack and Syble attack, where the node compromised will propagates only good reputational information about the nodes [31] , reputation system is the neighbor nodes' perception of its past behaviors.
Based on related works [32, 33] , the trust of the node is the neighbor nodes' belief about its future behaviors. In [34, 35] [36] , propose a model that has particular sensors for count positive and negative behavior of each sensor, the result was minimize the memory and computational complexity compared with same type of models. In WSNs environments, sometimes the sensor unit has several tasks to do with its neighbours, and need multi-trust rating corelated with the tasks, such this satiation. In [37] , proposed a mechanism that maintain reputation for neighbor nodes for several different tasks and use the reputation to evaluate their trustworthiness. The model can be used in large scale WSNs. but the calculations based on Bayesian methods which mean that need more memory space and relatively caused computational complexity.
Data-Based trust models: The main job of sensor unit is sensing environments around the sensing unit, and their related process as well as management and control tasks. All those missions output is data, the models highlighted in previous section was ignored the data as source of trusting. However, most of threats are coming from the media between the sensors by attacking the wireless links, and we are aware the circumstances that can't be stronger enough against eavesdropping or any type of attacks that coming to the network through wireless link initially. The data trust models beginning in computer network are use the MAC to protect the integrity as in [38] . In [39] , propose a different method by divide In [42, 43] , a model based on data life cycle was proposed, they said there were three types of sensor data, raw, routed and processed. A value of each, was computed. The data trust based on coverage area in grids with unique number each, and identify the node by verifying location [40, 41] , and evaluate trustworthiness of their neighbor nodes by cross checking the neighbor nodes' redundant sensing data with their own result. It was used a weighted technique, the metric was measures are consistency, ability of the link and life time of the node. The model is suitable for the networks that has huge number of sensors, also its suffer from centralized mechanisms and assumes that the location of each sensor available which mean that reduced the network flexibility. [46] , it measure the trust as optimal value between ability of node and benevolence and integrity . consider of the ability of node as binary function if node is work or not, the benevolence was measure by comparing the node reading with the average neighbour's readings, and the integrity calculated by comparing the node reading with the previous reading for the same node. when the trust value less than predetermine threshold, the immune module activates a process to isolate fraudulent node. Another version of Sociopsychological was proposed as in [47] . Miscellaneous Trust Models: In [48] , proposed a model to secure data transmission, it's based on evaluate the node trust rate initially, then use the watermark techniques to detect the intruder that caused selective forwarding attack, the model set a number of trust for each sensor before node establish the network activity, that number is decrease in each time that the node behave fraudulent by half of that number. In [49] used watermark technique as conventional solution is not applicable in WSNs circumstances, since bulk message changes in continues form where by consume resources. 
DoS attack Data-Based trust models
In [50] proposed similar technique with some advanced features such as dynamically detection the malicious behavior and direct the traffic towards trustworthy nodes. The drawback of this mechanism is that the sensor will continuously monitor its neighbour behavior, which impacted the sensor resources. In [51] , propose a frame work, consider four models which are trust metric, behaviour detection, trust evaluation and trust aware routing. In [52] using utility theory concept to enhanced power consumption in such lightweight routing protocols, The comprehensive models work effectively against some attacks trade-off with energy cost and memory limitation. Aggregation in WSNs play a major factor to resume the loss in energy resources, reducing the high budget communication links can be achieved in such mechanism. Building the topology in hierarchal stricture is a type of such mechanism. This type of mechanism is subject of some attacks such as selective forwarding attack. In [53] , present a model that provide three values of trusting, aggregation, forwarding, sensing. It come up with an idea for limit several attacks. In [54] , an algorithm was present to mitigate the collision attack possibility, it show great accuracy and in performance as well. In [55] , present a model using time series trust model and trust based auto regressive technique. The evaluation was, the proposed model defences of bad mouthing attack shows better performance.
B. Schemes Classified Based on Intelligent Methods
Recently, Computational Intelligence (CI) techniques are utilized widely to overcome of many issues in WSNs, Computational Intelligence is the study of adaptive mechanisms that enable or facilitate intelligent behaviour in complex and changing environments [56] . These mechanisms include paradigms that exhibit an ability to learn or adapt to new situations, to generalize, abstract, discover and associate. Paradigms categorized in five types and will highlight the most important researches related to trusting in WSNs.
Artificial Neural Networks: In [57] , present how this science derivative from human neurology and types of models that resolved trusting problem in deferent aspects. It shows billions of neurons connected to each other to perform a precise task in very fast time. Also clarify the structure of artificial neural application in many WSNs aspects. In [58] , proposed a model that used the formula of radial base (RBANN) as an activation function in neural network, to learn a model and expect future behaviour of a certain node, when the actual value is like what the system expect then the trust value will converge otherwise will diverge. The solution not shows any simulation or implementation that been consider. And the results only theoretical acceptable. In [59] , present a model that used for intruder detection using the artificial neural network technique, the output of this study is study the model for several types of attacks and present a high true positive value.
Evolutionary Computation: In [60] , proposed a model that used Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT) to detect the dynamic evolution of trust behavior. The output of research said that the diversity of trust sources is necessary to reach the efficient result. other game theoretic models of trust not been investigated. In [61] , proposed a model that enhanced the velocity to reach stable state. In [62] , replication dynamics in the model depicts the evolutionary that the model was assess and approved the theorems that was studied. In [63] , an algorithm was developed in monitoring marine environment, comparison with similar algorithm, the model was more appropriate with respect to both optimization performance and computation time.
Swarm Intelligence: In [64] , each sensor contains pheromone traces for its neighbours which determine probability for an ant to select a path. a set of artificial ants are created, and then they leave the clients sensors. when an ant moves from sensor to another, it gives a command for these two sensors to modify the pheromone value of the path between them. if sensor has more neighbours not visited yet then compute average pheromone value of the path followed by ant from client to sensor. If its greater than threshold then ant stops and returns the solution. the output is either a sensor offering the requested service or not but having more neighbours not visited yet. the outcomes achieved good results but has weakness against insider threats. In [65] , provide an effective security solution taking into account energy conservation. the Contribution is enhanced performance better than similar model. the Idea followed is enhanced version of [66] by add peer trust system. the research output is successfully increase accuracy with performance need to be enhanced. In [67] , an efficient mechanisms that been tested to cluster head election process. Comparing with similar algorithms and show performance enhancing.
Artificial Immune System: In [68] , Machine Learning Artificial Immune System (MLAIS) is proposed and use biological inspiration and machine learning techniques for adding security. the contribution of the research is to use intelligence trust mechanism to find the most reputable path leading to the most trustworthy node. The fraudulent nodes can be removed without affecting overall system. it mixture of machine learning module and immune model for detect up normal event and remove the node causal from the system. complexity in antigen and antibody concepts is highlighted trade-off with huge advantages in effectiveness of the model. In [69] , present a mechanisms that called immune system-inspired routing recovery algorithm (ISRRA), aims to find the faulty routing and recovery that issue. It was utilizing several unit to achieve their goal, such as surveillance, response, learn and memory unit. The better performance highlighted as a kind contribution of the study. In [70] , algorithm has been present performance measures average diagnosis latency, detection accuracy with respect to similar algorithms.
Fuzzy Systems: Linguistic variables include sometime uncertainty, need a system to decide exactly the meanings and weightings to interpret the human expert knowledge to machine language. Fuzzy mechanisms possess noteworthy interesting in intelligent trust researches in WSNs.
In [71] , present a model that using fuzzy techniques can protect the IoT sensors against malicious behavior and selfish sensor. The model taking three inputs which are End-to-End packet forwarding ratio (EPFR), average energy consumption and packet delivery ratio (PDR). The detection probability is observed motivating results, with burden in memory storage.
In [72] , Linguistic Fuzzy Trust Mechanism (LFTM) utilize bio-inspired (BTRM) trust model with using linguistic fuzzy reasoning. the contribution is maintaining the accuracy of the bio-inspired trust model, meanwhile enhancing the interpretability of the model. The model not tested in a wider spectrum of scenarios.
In [73, 74] , a model that utilize Fuzzy Logic scheme is proposed to select best path to the packet destination. The system is taking the past behaviour of links about its intentions and norms. don't take in account the malicious node participation in the first study and covers in second. the performance is suffering from memory and power requirements.
Hybrid Paradigms: Since is no one of above paradigm superior to the others in all practical application in WSNs, hybrids of paradigms realize noteworthy results [56] . In [33] , Node Behavior strategies Binding Belief Theory of Trust Evolution algorithm (NBBTE) proposed to integrate the approach of nodes behavioural strategies and modified evidence theory. the mechanism is Hybrid of FS and revised type of evidence combination rule. contribution of the study is combining network security degree and correlation of time context; the trust computation is precise. the result successfully understanding the fuzziness subjectivity and usability of trust. communication and cooperation with neighbours caused energy and time cost. memory costs are increases with network density. In [75, 76] , AIS paradigm hybrid with SI was proposed. The inputs were treated are delay, energy level and another factor for maintain performance. The model not shows how to define against well-known attacks. The second study was relating to empirical study and achieve improvement in performance. In [77] , ANN paradigm hybrid with Fuzzy logic system was present a model of cluster formation based on sensor characteristics. The model produced effective idea to reduce collision probability in high dense network. In [78] , present intelligent real-time patient monitoring system for hospitals and provides a more accurate and reliable data for analysis.
C. Schemes Classified Based on Structral Methods Based on information stored and process, the schemes categorized into Hierarchal, Distribution and Hybrid schemes. The advantages of hierarchal structure are least computational and memory usages, while disadvantages are communication overhead and issue with reliability and scalability. The distribution structure is most reliable and scalable, but the issue is with computational overhead. Hybrid structure has advantages that is less memory and less communication overhead, while has large computational overhead and large memory requirement than Hierarchal, less reliable and scalable compared to distributed.
It has been known that the clustering approaches is appropriate in WSNs environments from different aspects, saving bandwidth and increasing the lifetime of network is just a sample of their advantages in WSNs. In [79] Hybrid Trust Computation Scheme for Cluster-based WSNs (HTCW) was proposed and improve the model that has been developed by [80] . it is present the contribution to reduced cluster heads resources by specifically assign surveillance nodes to monitor nodes behaviours rather than CH nodes, the scheme is robust against some malicious attacks through rating cluster node behaviour and predict the future behaviour of the nodes. Although surveillance nodes can monitor the behaviours of cluster heads. They used data fusion and node revocation to measure the trustworthiness. CH in the model is very vulnerable to malicious attacks because the trust value of cluster heads is neglected. In [81] [82] [83] , propose a hybrid trust computation scheme; named Group based Trust Management Scheme (GTMS), in which the whole group will get a single trust value. Within each group, all sensor nodes calculate individual trust values for all group members. the model provides protection against many malicious attacks, the model is minimal complexity, a different trying was proposed to improve the performance and the efficiency of the model.
V. Trust Best Practices
After the journey into literatures and corresponding analysis the following set of trust best practices recommend taking it in consideration:
8. Different trust computation for different task that node treatment. 9. Trust models should be simple as possible without enforcement in their capability, and detect different attacks by a clear idea, and prove it before establishing real operation. 10. Tiny devises were limitation in resources, but by thanks of huge advances in microelectronic industry and intelligence mechanisms, can perform high accurate function with high level of satisfaction. 11.
Trust and reputation most calculated in same time since reputation is a node's opinion of other nodes in the network. Trust can be defined as the mathematical representation of reputation. Therefore, trust is a derivation of the reputation of an entity. Compare to calculating trust directly, using reputation to calculated trust can get a reliable trust value. 12. In order to improve the robustness of trust models, the related malicious attacked models which have been discussed in section 2 should be assessment. 13. Trust models should compute trust directly (first-hand information) way and indirect (second-hand information) independently. One of them only not enough for trust evaluation. 14. The balancing between WSNs task criticality level and risk can determine the best approach of trust that need to choose.
VI. Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper, we presented a general survey of trust modeling in WSNs. Attacks and mitigations methods in WSNs were also reviewed. We firstly categorize all attacks related with trust schemes in WSNs from different aspects of attributes. an extensive literature survey is presented by summarizing the most advanced trust mechanisms in WSNs. In node-based trust mechanisms were ignored the node data as a source for trust computation, while most of attacks coming through the media between nodes, which can be detected when the node output monitored. The data-based trust mechanism is less reliable when the number of malicious node is increased, those type of models aims to provide integrity of node output. Another miscellaneous mechanism is based on the certain application provide it to network such as secure routing protocol, collect node location, secure data aggregation etc. we highlight most important of them. Clustered based models are thanks of structure for saving power, least computational overhead, while has a lake of scalability. The flat models are more reliable and scalable but has a computational overhead and power consumption. The hybrid models are lese memory requirement than the cluster-based models but larger computational overhead than centralized models, and less reliable and scalable compared to flat models. Recently, intelligence model takes a high place in providing higher performance models, lower computational overhead, and lower energy consumption when works with hierarchal structure models. Many research investigated the appropriateness for each paradigm to specific challenge in WSNs, such as neural networks are most appropriate in design and deployment as well as evolutionary algorithms, and swarm intelligence, while fuzzy logic is most appropriate in security field and quality of service challenges, but moderately appropriate in routing clustering, scheduling, MAC and data aggregation. Based on the literature, the research gaps and the directions of future research are summarized. Current research is investigating in lightweight intelligence mechanisms. Future directions are in extending trust models into other type of WSNs platform, e.g. heterogeneous WSNs and dynamic WSNs.
